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East bus drivers protest
for fair share

By Loshaun Dixon

Bus drivers of the East
Line Bus Association on
Monday were out protesting unfair chances
to make a decent living
while others are allowed
to break the law.
A little under two dozen
drivers parked their buses
outside the East Bus
Terminal on Wellington
Road and marched towards
Government
Headquarters where they
conducted a peaceful
protest outside the main
building.
The drivers claimed that
while they are following
the rules and using the
terminal the way it was
meant to be used, others
are allowed to break the
law and as a result take
advantage - picking up
passengers outside the
terminal and making returns significantly greater
than what they (those protesting) are making.
Jefferson
Pemberton,
President of the East Line
Bus Association, said the
protest was the result of
what should have been
done two years ago.

“We have been asking
the government since
they moved us to the new
terminal, to work with
us in terms of what they
promised to give it to us.
They told us they would
have here the presence of
police and security and
everything.”
He said bus drivers are
parked in the terminal for
extended periods of time
and cannot get passengers, because other bus
operators that are coming
from the Bay Road are
picking up passengers on
their way to the terminal,
which makes it difficult
for buses in the terminal.
“We find that government
spent so much money in
building this structure,
they should ensure that
the operators in here are
comfortable in operating
from it, and should put
things in place to make it
happen.”
Pemberton said a few
weeks after they moved to
the terminal, everything
started to go downhill,
with no repercussions for
violators.
“We have been reporting,

we have been writing and
no results.”
He went on to state
the importance of the
Monday protest, noting
that it was a way of getting their plight out to the
entire country.
“At least the world and
the country would know
what is happening.”
He said last year they
had a fruitful meeting
with the new Minister of
Transport, Lindsay Grant,
but after that meeting, it
went back to the status
quo and nothing has been
done.
He noted that the majority of the drivers were
on board with the protest
action, as they want to
institute change in the operations of bus drivers.
“Everyone is being affected; they cannot pay their
mortgage, the banks are
calling and are threatening
to take their buses, so it is
serious. We don’t want
the guys operating from
here, who are law-abiding
citizens, to do something
that is outside of the law,
so we are trying our best

to protest peacefully to
let the government know
we are willing to sit at the
negotiating table and let
them hear us.”
Vinshaw
Mangra,
Secretary
of
the
Association, said that the
terminal has been open
for two years now, and
they have not seen it functioning the way a terminal
should function. He said
that all services should be
completed at the terminal.
“For some reason, the
East Buses have to drop
off at the terminal and still
head to the West Terminal,
while west buses stay
there. The St. Peter’s buses stay at their stop. When
the terminal was built, it
was explained to us that
because of the volume of
traffic in Basseterre, they
wanted the buses to stay
out of the town area.
‘We don’t understand
why some buses have to
stay in the terminal and
wait three hours to get a
trip, while a next bus outside picking up passengers on the main road in
front of the terminal and
make four trips while we
only get one.”

He said all they were asking for was a fair share.
“Either we do like other
buses and drive passengers where they want to
go, or everybody come
here, park in the terminal,
and get their fair share.”
Mangra said it was difficult to make a decent
living under the current
circumstances.
“I have three children;
I have to support them.
My bus needs servicing.
If I am going to be here
for three hours and can’t
get a trip, I can’t make
no money. How am I going to feed my kids? The
government spent over
$4M and it’s not working.
Something needs to be
done, and we have been
asking for it, and it has
just been discussion after
discussion.”
He said they have been
complaining for years
without any action being
taken.
“We went to all the authorities - from the small
police officer to the commissioner of police to
the minister - and buses

continue to do as they like,
going off the bus route
and picking up passengers. When we take pictures and send them to the
police, they said they will
deal with it, but nobody
doing anything, so is like
they ignoring us. We want
to be on the road making
money too. Something
has to change today, we
are not going to accept
anything less than something changing today.”
The protesters outside
government headquarters
were eventually invited
by Deputy Prime Minister
Shawn Richards to a
meeting later on Monday.
The meeting was described as fruitful, and
they have remained tightlipped on the outcome,
noting they will wait on
the government to issue a
release on the matter.
The bus drivers were
eventually ticketed $100
for parking violations and
some had their vehicles
towed as they had made
the terminal inaccessible
to other vehicular traffic.
They returned to work
Tuesday morning.
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Runaway guests charged, fined

Four Seasons
By Monique Washington

Nover said.

Six guests who breached
“Vacation in Place”
guidelines and visited a
bar on Pinney’s Beach,
were charged and fined
US$1500
each
on
Wednesday, by Magistrate
Yasmine Clarke. Their irresponsible actions have
caused several residents
to be placed in quarantine.

The Observer contacted
the owner of Lime Beach
bar, Randy Jeffers, who
said that his bar staff were
asked to quarantine until
March 25, while some
patrons were asked to do
the same.

The Observer understands that the guests had
visited the bar early last
Saturday morning
When contacted, Public
Relations Officer for
the Four Seasons Resort
Nevis, Mitchell Nover,
told The Observer that
“guests of a group visiting Four Seasons Resort
Nevis violated “Vacation
in Place” guidelines, and
in accordance with local
protocols, were placed in
a government isolation
site”.
He added that the government immediately suspended the “Vacation in
Place” designation for the
remainder of the group.
“The Resort has been in
full cooperation with local authorities from the
time we were made aware
of the violations. We take
all
government-issued
Covid-19
regulations
seriously, and actively
communicate all relevant
information to guests,
both prior to and upon
arrival, to ensure they are
aware of local regulations.
The health and safety of
our guests, residents, employees and community
remain our top priority,”

He noted that at this time
he does not know what
the impact will be to his
business, due to this incident. He added that the
Flavours Lounge will
continue with Sunday
Fun Day, and the kitchen
window service will be
open Friday, Saturday and
Sunday for takeout.
This week, the National
Taskforce informed the
general public of two security breaches that took
place at the Four Seasons
Resort.

Lime Beach Bar
The Observer contacted
Superintendent
Lydon
David, who said that
the individuals had been
charged the sum of
money to be paid right
away. David explained
that before the guests
arrive on the island to
“Vacation in Place”, they
sign a document that
says that they agree to
follow the protocols. He
reminded individuals that
are in quarantine that if
they breach quarantine
they will be arrested and
charged.
Attorney General Vincent
Byron Jr said that in discussions on Wednesday,
it was felt there was not
enough security.

“The first of these two
incidents occurred on
Thursday evening and
involved two guests who
illegally left the resort’s
premises for approximately two hours. The
second security breach
took place after midnight
on Saturday morning and
involved six guests who
also managed to leave the
resort’s compound without authorization.”

He said when they identify an establishment to
be able to take visitors,
they normally think about
three categories. “You
are quarantined - that is,
you are restricted to your
room and have supplies
delivered to your door.
You can have a vacation in place that allows
you to stay in the hotel
and participate in some
restricted services at the
hotel, and Staycation,
where locals can stay at
hotels that are not affected
by the COVID issue,” he
asserted.

The Taskforce stated that
several individuals who
may have been exposed
to the eight guests of the
resort will be quarantined
and tested, in an effort to
control the spread of infection, should any of the
eight guests test positive
for Covid-19

“Where there is a question
of vacation in place or
quarantine, the establishment must have a certain
security detail. These are
reviewed by compliance
officers, security forces...
they visit these establishments to ensure security
is in place.”

Magistrate’s Court
He gave details of
what led to the breach
occurring.

investigations to determine what else will happen in that case.”

“What we understood is
that there were security
at the establishment, and
they had left their post
for 45 minutes, so that
was a serious breach. We
understand that the hotel
has dealt with the employees, and we would
have to carry out further

Byron said once the
breach was determined,
the entire group that had
been involved in this some 80-plus - had their
‘vacation in place’ status
removed, were restricted
to quarantine in their
rooms, and could not
participate in any further

activities on the hotel
compound.

“This had happened in
another
establishment
before, where we had to
suspended vacation in
place for another 30 days
until they would show
a new plan that would
show strict and rigorous
protocols.”

NEVIS BUSINESS CORPORATION ORDINANCE
NOTICE TO CREDITORS AND CLAIMANTS UNDER SECTION 121(1) OF
THE NEVIS BUSINESS CORPORATIONS ORDINANCE 2017
BY XIO CAYMAN LIMITED (IN DISSOLUTION)

XiO Cayman Limited, a corporation registered under the Nevis Business
Corporation Ordinance, 2017 (the “Corporation”), with its registered address
at Southpac Trust Nevis Limited, Hunkins Plaza, Main Street, Charlestown,
Nevis, now in dissolution, GIVES NOTICE THAT all creditors and claimants,
including any with unliquidated or contingent claims and any with whom the
Corporation has unfulfilled contracts, are required to present their claims in
writing and in detail at Southpac Trust Nevis Limited, Hunkins Plaza, Main
Street, Charlestown, Nevis, no later than Friday 10th September 2021. Without
prejudice to the preservation of the Corporation’s rights and entitlements
under section 121(4) of the Nevis Business Corporation Ordinance, 2017, to
dispute any claims duly presented in accordance with this notice, the attention
of all creditors and claimants is specifically drawn section 121(9) of the Nevis
Business Corporation Ordinance, 2017 and the consequences of failing to
present their claims in the above manner and by the above date.
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Give peace a chance
There has been much debate about the peace initiative that was embarked
upon by the Team Unity Government, TUG. Opponents criticized it
on the grounds that it gives away money to thugs; supporters said it is
a small price to pay for peace. Both seem to agree that the initiative is
working, and that the country is enjoying both a peaceful period and
positive publicity, a far cry from the days when we were labelled as
“devil island”.
Last week, we heard of phase 2 of this initiative. According to its
proponents, this phase includes a targeting of the proceeds of crime,
strengthening the criminal justice system, enhancing the competencies of
the police, strategic intervention amongst vulnerable groups, and building
better communities. They did not specifically say so, but we believe that
the integrity in public life bill could prove critical in the fight against
crime, especially “white collar” crime.
The system is well versed with “blue collar” crime. They are easy to
see, and we know how to deal with them. White collar crimes on the
other hand, are more insidious. These are crimes which are committed by
salaried professional workers or persons in business that usually involves
a form of financial theft or fraud. It is a nonviolent crime committed for
financial gain. These crimes are characterized by deceit, concealment, or
violation of trust. The motivation for these crimes is to obtain or avoid
losing money, property, or services or to secure a personal or business
advantage.
Peace is an important concept. It must be, as according to a google
search, the word appears between 263 and 428 times in the Bible

depending on which translation is used. Clearly therefore, as a concept, it
is worth pursuing.
As a resource, peace is a prerequisite to economic development. There
is research that concludes that peaceful economies accumulate more
physical and human capital and enjoy rapid and enhanced economic
growth. Peace contributes to economic growth by increasing productivity
in capital and labor, good governance, tourist arrival and efficiency
of institutions. There has never been a more critical time for rapid
economic growth than now!
Our authorities are on the right track. We must search for inner peace,
move on to internal peace and then on to that noble goal of world peace.
We have to try.
In the words of that John Lenon song, all we are saying, is give peace a
chance. We deserve it.
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Trump:
Presidency a Big
Financial Loss
Donald Trump’s net
worth dropped by about
$700m to $2.3bn during
his time as president, according to the Bloomberg
Billionaires Index.
The Covid-19 pandemic
hit his fortunes hard, with
Mr Trump’s office buildings, branded hotels and
resorts losing revenue and
falling in value.
His fleet of planes and
golf courses have also
seen drops in their value.
Mr Trump is currently
under a criminal investigation into his financial
affairs and his family
business.
Trump’s taxes: Why they
matter to a criminal probe
Capitol riots timeline:
How the day unfolded
Donald Trump ‘paid $750
in federal income taxes’
Bloomberg analysed financial documents and
other filings from May
2016 and January 2021
to calculate Mr Trump’s
wealth before and after he
became US president.
Mr Trump’s commercial
real estate accounts for
about three-quarters of his
net worth. The office towers he owns or co-owns
have seen big drops in
valuations as more people
work from home, a trend
that could last in the long
term.
Bloomberg, which provides financial news and
data, estimates a 26%
drop in the value of his
main commercial property holdings.

He also owns, manages or
licenses his name to about
a dozen hotels and resorts,
plus 19 golf courses.
Although golf has become popular during the
pandemic as a socially
distanced outdoor sport,
Mr Trump’s two courses
in Scotland have consistently lost money, filings
show.
After the Capitol Hill
siege in January, the
Professional
Golfers’
Association (PGA) of
America ended an agreement to host its 2022
championship
tournament at Mr Trump’s New
Jersey golf course, saying
it would hurt the group’s
brand.
media
captionTrump
describes allegations he
avoided taxes as “fake
news”
Deutsche Bank, the only
bank willing to lend to
him after his bankruptcies
in the 1990s, also said after the riots that it would
not do business with him
again.
Mr Trump also owns a
fleet of planes that includes a Boeing 757.
These planes are decades
old and have been marked
down in value over the
years, according to financial disclosures seen by
Bloomberg.
Seven planes were valued
at around $59m in 2015
and five were valued at
about $6.5m in 2020. The
value of Mr Trump’s aircraft has dropped over the
years, in part because he
has sold some of his fleet.
Criminal investigation

During his presidency, Mr
Trump’s finances were
regularly in the spotlight
and he has been very secretive about how much
tax he pays.
Last month the Supreme
Court ordered Mr Trump
to hand over his tax returns and other financial
records to prosecutors in
New York.
For months they have
been trying to obtain
eight years’ worth of Mr
Trump’s personal and
corporate tax returns.
The investigation was
originally started in 2018
to examine the Trump
Organization’s role in
hush-money payments
made during the 2016
presidential
campaign
to two women who said
they had had affairs with
Mr Trump.
Book deal?
As a former president,
Donald Trump can expect
to sign some lucrative
media deals to recover
some of his lost wealth,
such as a post-presidential
memoir.
Barack and Michelle
Obama reportedly got
paid about $65m for
their memoirs, while Bill
Clinton earned a $15m
advance for his 2004
book.
Bloomberg says the most
obvious way Mr Trump
can profit post-presidency
is with a news channel
or social media platform
that would appeal to his
74m voters in the 2020
election.

Although golf has become popular during the pandemic as a socially
distanced outdoor sport, Mr Trump’s
two courses in Scotland have
consistently lost money, filings show.
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SKN RESOLUTE ON
LAW AND ORDER
- PM HARRIS
“We stand, and our country stands as a responsible
and principled entity with
the rest of the world in
its effort to free the landscape of all manner of
crimes, but in the context
of the specifics of the Bill
[crimes relating to] money laundering, financing
of terrorist activities, and
the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.”
This was the assertion
of Prime Minister and

legislative response - the
legal basis on which we
will act - that that also
evolves, so that those who
commit crimes will have
no shelter in terms of being able to point to deficiencies in the law which
will render efforts to contain them and to disrupt
their illicit activities. They
should find no safe haven
in any quarter in St. Kitts
and Nevis.”
The legislation provides

and counter terrorism
financing standard,” the
Prime Minister said.
Dr. Harris, who moved
the Bill through all stages,
noted that “Compliance
with these recommendations is determined at
periodic intervals and
countries are expected to
pass what is considered
the issue or the standard
of technical compliance,
and then the effectiveness test or operational

“The FATF recommendations are now
recognized as the global anti-money
laundering and counter
terrorism financing standard,”
the Prime Minister said.
Minister of Finance, Dr.
the Honourable Timothy
Harris, with the passage
of the
Miscellaneous
(Financial
Services)
(Amendment) Bill, 2021
in the National Assembly
yesterday, opening the
door for the use of a number of key elements to
address issues that have
been problematic for
many territories globally.
Dr. Harris was keen to
emphasize that under a
Team Unity Government,
St. Kitts and Nevis, stands
firm on the side of law
and order.
“We have to ensure that
as the global financial
space evolves, that our

for various amendments
to facilitate the comprehensive implementation
of measures to boost national security, strengthen
investigative techniques,
and foster greater coherence within the financial
services sector, in keeping with the requirements
of the Financial Action
Task Force (FATF) 40
Recommendations
to
prevent and combat
money laundering, antiterrorism, and proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction and for related
matters.
“The FATF recommendations are now
recognized as the global
anti-money laundering

compliance. This method
of evaluation is a Peer
Review mechanism by
which members of the
global alliance, which
forms the FATF and some
nine other regional affiliates, are bound by. This
Bill in particular is intended to ensure that we are
updated and are in sync
with current thinking with
respect to the fundamental recommendations.”

Before its passage, the
Bill received strong
support from Attorney
General and Minister of
Justice and Legal Affairs,
the Honourable Vincent
Byron.

Photo: Prime Minister Dr. the Hon. Timothy Harris

Case Number :NEVHCV2021/0032

Submitted Date:05/03/2021 15:07
Filed Date:05/03/2021 15:07
Fees Paid:4.00
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‘Book A Trip’
promotes
avid reading
we book a trip? The emphasis is on the word
Maude
Crosse ‘book’. We want you to
Preparatory
School be doing quite a bit of
(MCPS)
this
week reading during the course
launched a literacy ini- of this week. This week,
tiative dubbed ‘Book A I only want to hear the
Trip’, which aims to en- word books. Just books,
courage students to read books, books. Not only
more, and to develop a for this week, but for a
love for books.
lifetime. We want you
to develop that love for
reading,” she said.
By Monique Washington

The opening ceremony
was held at the school
on Monday to launch
Literacy Week and unveil
the activities planned for
that period.

Education Officer for
MCPS, Avril Elliott,
who attended the launch,
told the students to look

world.

“The same way you
travel to St Kitts, and to
America, and St Martin,
and you learn so many
things and see so many
things, you can also travel
to those places without
leaving Nevis. You can
stay in your bedroom,
you can stay in your
classroom and travel
to these places. We can
travel to faraway places
by just having a book.”

Education Officer for MCPS,
Avril Elliott, who attended the
launch, told the students to
look at books as the ticket
to travel the world.

Ellen Grant, Deputy
Superintendent at the
school, encouraged the
students to do more reading not just for the week,
but for the rest of their
lives, and to cultivate a
love for books.

“Our Literacy Week is
launching with a theme
‘Book a Trip’. How can

at books as the ticket to
travel the world.
“Our book will be our
ticket; our ticket to travel
to Japan, to travel to
Australia, to England or
wherever. This will be
your ticket,” she said.
Elliott urged the students
to use their imagination
when they read and they
will be able to travel the

During the week of
activities, the students
participated in a treasure
hunt, swapping readers
a day, poetry feud and
today (Friday) they will
dress up as their favourite
book character and will
be entertained by a puppet show.
The school is currently
striving to cultivate a renewed love for reading.

The Board of Governors of the Clarence Fitzroy Bryant College invites applications from
suitably qualified persons to fill the following full-time position with effect from May 1, 2021:
MAINTENANCE OFFICER
Qualifications and Experience
• Applicants must possess a minimum of three (3) years of experience in general building
maintenance.
• Certification in construction, plumbing, air conditioning, electrical installation, masonry,
carpentry or joinery would be considered an asset.
Main Duties
To perform routine maintenance and repairs to all College buildings. To provide oversight of the
custodial staff. To assist with managing college projects.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare and implement a maintenance plan for the upkeep of college facilities
Perform routine preventative maintenance and minor repairs
Liaise with and monitor contractors performing maintenance and repairs to college facilities
Complete daily, weekly and monthly checklists on maintenance requests
Maintain records of scheduled maintenance procedures and maintenance/repairs performed
Respond to emergency calls for maintenance and repairs and resolve them in a timely manner
Receive maintenance and repair requests from staff and obtain quotations from vendors
Lead the Workshop/Maintenance technicians with general maintenance and repairs
Provide supervisory oversight for maintenance and custodial staff
Any other related duties requested by the President.

Applications from qualified applicants should include:
• Letter of Application
• Curriculum Vitae
• Police Record
• Official academic certificates, transcripts and other relevant documents (certified copies)
• Two references with telephone and e-mail addresses
Salary:
Salary will be commensurate with qualifications and experience and in accordance with the current
salary structure at the Clarence Fitzroy Bryant College.
All application documents should be scanned and submitted as one email file to:
boardofgovernors@cfbc.edu.kn
and addressed to
The Chairman of the Board
Clarence Fitzroy Bryant College,
P.O. Box 268, Burdon Street, Basseterre, St. Kitts
The deadline for receipt of applications is March 31, 2021. Late applications will not be
acknowledged.
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Grenada: More Than 8,000 Residents Vaccinated in Month
One month after commencing the COVID-19
vaccination campaign,
the Ministry of Health
said that over 8,000 people in Grenada have been
inoculated.

Scientific
research
and review have concluded that the vaccine
does not stop transmission, but it reduces the

possibility of developing
severe Covid-19 infection, especially for those
with underlying medical
conditions such as cancer,

diabetes and high blood
pressure.
Grenada is scheduled to
receive 45,600 vaccines

through the COVAX facility as well as receive
thousands of free vaccines
from the Government
of India. The Indian

Government has donated
500,000 vaccines for
sharing among Caricom
members.

The country’s goal is to
have 60% of the 112,000
population be vaccinated
with the AstraZeneca vaccine by June/July 2021.
“To date, we have recorded 8,606 people who received the first dose of the
AstraZeneca vaccine,”
said Health Minister
Nickolas Steele who was
among the first policymakers to be inoculated
with the vaccine. Steele
is scheduled to receive his
second dose by the end of
the month.
At present, the vaccine is
available at health centres
and other sites set up at
strategic locations that are
deemed as easily accessible for citizens. “Some
days are busier than others, but there is a constant
flow of citizens at the
vaccination sites,” Steele
disclosed.
Steele has, however,
expressed
disappointment with the number of
healthcare workers who
are either delaying or refusing to be vaccinated,
while at the same time
administering the vaccine
to those who are choosing to obtain the added
protection.
“I think that is unacceptable. They are the ones
that have the information, know the benefits of
vaccination, have access
to all of the proper information if they so choose,
so they can make an
informed decision as opposed to an emotional decision,” Steele said. “It is
worrying that healthcare
providers interacting with
Covid-19 positive cases
or elderly citizens would
not want the added protection for them and those
in their care…I cannot
contemplate how someone, who is on the frontline would contemplate
not being vaccinated.”

The St. Christopher & Nevis Social Security Board invites applications from suitably
qualified persons to fill the post of Maintenance Technician.
The successful applicant will oversee the maintenance of the building of the Social Security
Board building on Nevis.
APPLICANTS SHOULD POSSESS THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS AND
JOB SKILLS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

At minimum, a recognised certification in building construction or engineer
certification and maintenance techniques.
Electrical, plumbing, air-conditioning and refrigeration skills
Good numeracy and literacy ability
Must be physically fit
Ability to communicate effectively both in writing and orally
Ability to complete multiple tasks to deadlines
Professional demeanour
At least 5 years work experience in maintenance of a multi-storied building

MAIN DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•

Must submit periodic reports
Monitor and ensure the excellent maintenance of the property
Ensure full maintenance of equipment and air conditioning unit
Provide reliable advice on building maintenance and improvements

Interested persons are asked to submit application to the following address by 19th March
2021.
The Director
Social Security Board
P.O. Box 79
Bay Road
Basseterre
St Kitts
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NOTICE OF SALE
PROPERTY FOR SALE
IN

GINGERLAND, NEVIS

5.7 ACRES WITH
DWELLING HOUSE

LISTED FOR SALE
US$1,250,000

WWW.STKITTSNEVISREALTY.COM

TEL: 869 469 3000

TAKE NOTICE that 5,506 square feet of
land with dwelling house thereon situated
at Cane Garden Estate, Saint John Parish,
Nevis is being offered for sale.
Any enquiries should be made to 1-869-469-5259.
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15-year-old Nevisian opens
beauty shop
By Monique Washington

Fifteen-year-old Jamila
Browne of Maynard’s
Ground, Gingerland, has
opened her very own
beauty shop and has
become one of Nevis’s
youngest business owners. Brown is currently
a third form student at
the Nevis International
Secondary School.

Last Saturday, Browne
opened Pearl’s Unique
Hairstyle hair salon in
Maynard’s
Ground.
Family, friends and wellwishers gathered at the
site to witness the occasion. The salon specialises
in braiding, natural hair,
washing, dying, perms,
weaves, wig installations,
faux locs, plus much
more.

The Observer spoke with
the assertive young lady
who noted that opening
her salon is her “dream
come true.”

“This is my dream that I
had since I was a little girl
- to open up my own hair
business,” she said.

She gave some insight
into how she first fell in
love with doing hair.

“My grandmother bought
me a Baby Alive doll
when I was younger, and
I started to play with the
hair. I started to get better
at doing the doll’s hair.
So I started encouraging
people to come to me so
that I can do their hair,
instead of me doing the

Browne, Alexis Liburd
and Sylvester Browne
who built the shop, her
sisters, Beautician Natalie
Lawrence, who taught
her many techniques and
allowed her to work in
her shop during her vacations, and other friends
and family, with helping her see her dream to
fruition.

When questioned about

“I still study for tests and
still take my education
seriously. Not every day
you will be making money. Not every day you will
have customers. So when
I am finished with school,
I want to find a job and
run the shop after work
and on the weekends.”

Browne said that in the
next five years “I see
myself having an accom-

“This is my dream that I had
since I was a little girl - to
open up my own hair
business,” she said.
doll’s hair. One day after
doing my cousin’s hair,
I thought it was time to
open my salon instead of
doing hair on the verandah of the house,” she
said.

Browne noted that after pitching the idea
to family and friends,
the process began in
building the shop. She
credits her mom Teresa

juggling both school and
business, Browne said
that she attends school
in the day, and opens her
business in the afternoon.
She added that she studies
when she gets home, and
prepares for school first.
She noted that she understands that she would not
be making money every
day from the salon, so
upon completing her high
school education, she
will be seeking full-time
employment.

plished business.” She
also encouraged other
youths to follow their
dreams, and said that it is
okay to start small.

“People my age, have to
believe in themselves.
And it is okay to start
small until the business
becomes bigger,” she
said.

Jamila Browne and her new hair salon
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CONCEPT TO
CREATION

A strong CBI Programme aims to:
• Create job opportunities
• Upgrade the interior airport terminal building
• Complete the construction of the Old Road Bay realignment project
• Install a new runway and lighting at the RLB International Airport
• Construct more hotels
• Construct better roads
• Construct the bus terminals
• Complete the second cruise pier

Prosperity for our country, a bright future for our people. ciu.gov.kn
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Chapter 9—The Work and the Life

Ellen G. White Writings

God is the source of life
and light and joy to the
universe. Like rays of
light from the sun, like
the streams of water
bursting from a living
spring, blessings flow
out from Him to all His
creatures. And wherever
the life of God is in the
hearts of men, it will flow
out to others in love and
blessing.
Our Saviour’s joy was in
the uplifting and redemption of fallen men. For
this He counted not His
life dear unto Himself,
but endured the cross,
despising the shame. So
angels are ever engaged
in working for the happiness of others. This is
their joy. That which selfish hearts would regard
as humiliating service,
ministering to those who
are wretched and in every
way inferior in character
and rank, is the work of
sinless angels. The spirit
of Christ’s self-sacrificing love is the spirit that
pervades heaven and is
the very essence of its
bliss. This is the spirit
that Christ’s followers
will possess, the work
that they will do.
When the love of Christ
is enshrined in the heart,
like sweet fragrance it
cannot be hidden. Its holy
influence will be felt by
all with whom we come
in contact. The spirit of
Christ in the heart is like
a spring in the desert,
flowing to refresh all and
making those who are
ready to perish, eager to
drink of the water of life.
Love to Jesus will be
manifested in a desire to
work as He worked for
the blessing and uplifting
of humanity. It will lead
to love, tenderness, and
sympathy toward all the
creatures of our heavenly
Father’s care.
The Saviour’s life on
earth was not a life of ease
and devotion to Himself,
but He toiled with persistent, earnest, untiring

effort for the salvation of
lost mankind. From the
manger to Calvary He
followed the path of selfdenial and sought not to
be released from arduous tasks, painful travels
and exhausting care and
labor. He said, “The Son
of man came not to be
ministered unto, but to
minister, and to give His
life a ransom for many.”
Matthew 20:28. This
was the one great object
of His life. Everything
else was secondary and
subservient. It was His
meat and drink to do the
will of God and to finish
His work. Self and selfinterest had no part in His
labor.
So those who are the
partakers of the grace of
Christ will be ready to
make any sacrifice, that
others for whom He died
may share the heavenly
gift. They will do all they
can to make the world
better for their stay in
it. This spirit is the sure
outgrowth of a soul truly
converted. No sooner
does one come to Christ
than there is born in his
heart a desire to make
known to others what a
precious friend he has
found in Jesus; the saving and sanctifying truth
cannot be shut up in his
heart. If we are clothed
with the righteousness
of Christ and are filled
with the joy of His indwelling Spirit, we shall
not be able to hold our
peace. If we have tasted
and seen that the Lord
is good we shall have
something to tell. Like
Philip when he found the
Saviour, we shall invite
others into His presence.
We shall seek to present
to them the attractions
of Christ and the unseen
realities of the world to
come. There will be an
intensity of desire to follow in the path that Jesus
trod. There will be an
earnest longing that those
around us may “behold
the Lamb of God, which
taketh away the sin of the
world.” John 1:29.

And the effort to bless
others will react in blessings upon ourselves. This
was the purpose of God
in giving us a part to act
in the plan of redemption. He has granted men
the privilege of becoming partakers of the divine nature and, in their
turn, of diffusing blessings to their fellow men.
This is the highest honor,
the greatest joy, that it is
possible for God to bestow upon men. Those
who thus become participants in labors of love are
brought nearest to their
Creator.
God might have committed the message of
the gospel, and all the
work of loving ministry,
to the heavenly angels.
He might have employed
other means for accomplishing His purpose.
But in His infinite love
He chose to make us coworkers with Himself,
with Christ and the angels, that we might share
the blessing, the joy, the
spiritual uplifting, which
results from this unselfish ministry.
We are brought into sympathy with Christ through
the fellowship of His sufferings. Every act of selfsacrifice for the good of
others strengthens the
spirit of beneficence in
the giver’s heart, allying
him more closely to the
Redeemer of the world,
who “was rich, yet for
your sakes ... became
poor, that ye through His
poverty might be rich.”
2 Corinthians 8:9. And it
is only as we thus fulfill
the divine purpose in our
creation that life can be a
blessing to us.
If you will go to work
as Christ designs that
His disciples shall, and
win souls for Him, you
will feel the need of a
deeper experience and
a greater knowledge in
divine things, and will
hunger and thirst after
righteousness. You will
plead with God, and your

faith will be strengthened, and your soul will
drink deeper drafts at
the well of salvation.
Encountering opposition
and trials will drive you
to the Bible and prayer.
You will grow in grace
and the knowledge of
Christ, and will develop
a rich experience.
The spirit of unselfish labor for others gives depth,
stability, and Christlike
loveliness to the character, and brings peace and
happiness to its possessor. The aspirations are elevated. There is no room
for sloth or selfishness.
Those who thus exercise
the Christian graces will
grow and will become
strong to work for God.
They will have clear
spiritual perceptions, a
steady, growing faith,

and an increased power
in prayer. The Spirit of
God, moving upon their
spirit, calls forth the sacred harmonies of the
soul in answer to the divine touch. Those who
thus devote themselves
to unselfish effort for the
good of others are most
surely working out their
own salvation.
The only way to grow
in grace is to be disinterestedly doing the very
work which Christ has
enjoined upon us—to
engage, to the extent of
our ability, in helping and
blessing those who need
the help we can give
them. Strength comes by
exercise; activity is the
very condition of life.
Those who endeavor to
maintain Christian life
by passively accepting

the blessings that come
through the means of
grace, and doing nothing for Christ, are simply
trying to live by eating
without working. And in
the spiritual as in the natural world, this always
results in degeneration
and decay. A man who
would refuse to exercise
his limbs would soon
lose all power to use
them. Thus the Christian
who will not exercise his
God-given powers not
only fails to grow up into
Christ, but he loses the
strength that he already
had.

Copyright © 2019 by Ellen G.
White. All Rights Reserved.
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“The vaccine
is safe!”

- Dr. Wilkinson assures
Medical Chief of Staff
at the JNF Hospital, Dr.
Cameron
Wilkinson,
continues to preach that
the Oxford/AstraZeneca
vaccine being used in St.
Kitts and Nevis is safe,
despite some European
countries suspending its
use.
Health authorities in
several countries including Denmark, Norway
and Iceland, have suspended the use of the
AstraZeneca
vaccine,
following reports of the
formation of blood clots
in some who have been
vaccinated.

“The WHO data shows
that more than 268 million COVID-19 vaccines
have been administered
worldwide with no serious side effects or deaths.
They have continued to
report that AstraZeneca is
an excellent vaccine, and
no relationship has been
established between the
shot and health problems
reported.”
He said there was no indication that the vaccine is
linked with an increased
risk of blood clots, adding that the number of
cases of blood clots in
vaccinated people is no
higher than the general
population.
“There were 37 people
who developed blood
clots out of 17 million
people in Europe who

“Currently, you are
10,000 times more likely
to get a clot from the disease than the vaccine if it
was associated with the
clots. The benefits outweigh the risk.”
AstraZeneca in a statement this week offered its
reassurance on the safety
of its COVID-19 vaccine,
based on clear scientific
evidence.
“Safety is of paramount
importance and the
Company is continually
monitoring the safety of
its vaccine. A careful
review of all available
safety data of more than
17 million people vaccinated in the European
Union (EU) and the
UK with COVID-19
Vaccine AstraZeneca has
shown no evidence of
an increased risk of pulmonary embolism, deep
vein thrombosis (DVT)
or thrombocytopenia, in
any defined age group,
gender, batch or in any
particular country.”
Dr
Wilkinson
also
touched on the recent
breach at one of the quarantine facilities, stating
that it is a cautionary tale.
“Everything can be lost
by the action of a few irresponsible individuals. We
all must work together
to keep our country safe.
We must not hesitate and
get vaccinated because
despite all of our efforts,
the virus will keep coming, and will soon hitch
a ride in our community,

and we will soon have
community spread. The
vaccine is guaranteed to
protect you, it can prevent
you from getting sick,
from getting the severe
disease and from being
hospitalized, and more
importantly from dying.”
He said it was important
to have the vaccine to
stop the virus from developing more variants and
claiming more lives.

Dr Cameron Wilkinson

“There is therefore no
time to wait. The more
people who are vaccinated the sooner we can
eliminate the virus.”
Dr Wilkinson said with
the number of vaccines
that are here, and are
expected, St. Kitts and
Nevis should reach herd
immunity once everyone
does “the responsible
thing” by June/July or
before.
Attorney General in St.
Kitts and Nevis, Vincent
Byron Jr., said that there
are no plans to make the
vaccine mandatory for all
to take.
“We will not make it
mandatory at this time, it
will not be contemplated,
primarily because we
have done an effective
job to date, of restraining
the transmission in our
country. At this point we
have no intention of making it mandatory. It is for
all of us to encourage our
neighbours and fellow
workers to take this vaccine, because it protects
us and you as well.”
Up until press time, more
than 20 percent of the target population had been
vaccinated in St. Kitts
and Nevis, with more
than 7000 already taking
the jab.

We are now an officially registered Community Group. In conjunction with

let us celebrate our Persons with Disabilities as we build a more inclusive society
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Dr Wilkinson said that
blood clots can occur
naturally and are not
uncommon, and noted
that the World Health
Organisation (WHO) said
its advisory committee on
vaccine safety is currently
reviewing the report.

received the jab. Of note,
two percent of people
who get COVID-19 develop blood clots. Of the
17 million who got the
vaccine in Europe, the 37
who develop blood clots
is 0.0002 percent.

East
er

By Loshaun Dixon

while we brainstorm and make plans for a better life for
We are raising funds for our Rehabilitation Day Centre

Special Menu! Luncheon for only
EC$40.00
CHARLES WARD: 869-765-8068 | BERYL SEATON: 869-664-2159
KEITH LAWRENCE: 869-661-6554
DR LIBURD, EUREKA HEALTH SERVICES LTD: 869-469-0521 OR 869-662-5187
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Task Force Chair: “SAVE CONTACT
TRACING DATA FOR 30 DAYS”
Abdias Samuel

Highlighting the importance of information collected as part of
the COVID-19 health
and safety protocols,
Chairman of the National
COVID-19 Task Force,
Abdias Samuel, is encouraging
businesses,
churches, event organizers and other institutions
that record the names,

Ministry of Health will
have to do in the event
that we have incidents
like those that happened
on the weekend,” he said.
The Chairman was referring to two separate
quarantine breaches that
took place by eight persons vacationing in place
at an approved facility in

arrested and charged.
They pleaded guilty
at a virtual court hearing and were each fined
EC$4,000 forthwith or
face six months in prison.
“We are all vulnerable to
these incidents, and I am
appealing to the business
sector, in particular entertainers, promoters, and

This request was made
at the NEOC COVID-19
Briefing on Wednesday.
addresses and contact
details of patrons accessing their establishments to
store the data for at least
30 days.
This request was made
at the NEOC COVID-19
Briefing on Wednesday.
Samuel stressed that
such material is critical to
health authorities.
“They help us with the
contact tracing that the

Nevis. The first occurrence had two guests leaving the hotel compound
illegally, and the second
incident saw six of the
guests illegally leaving
the hotel and accessing a
local nightspot.
As a result, some 40 persons were forced to go
into quarantine having
being identified through
contact tracing. The eight
guests who broke quarantine were subsequently

those that have businesses
that host such events,
to please keep records
of the individuals that
come in and out of your
establishment,”
He also appealed to the
organizers of events to accurately capture all of the
patrons, and to not exceed
the prescribed numbers
stipulated when approval
for the event have been
granted.

Case Number :NEVHPB2021/0012

Submitted Date:16/03/2021 16:00
Filed Date:17/03/2021 08:30
Fees Paid:52.00
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Caribbean Tourism Organisation
expects 2021 rebound

By Loshaun Dixon

Following
significant
drops in tourist arrivals
to the Caribbean in 2020,
the Caribbean Tourism
Organisation (CTO) is
anticipating a turnaround
later this year
The CTO on Monday
said that the impact of
COVID-19 on the travel
and tourism industry has
been very apparent, and
was particularly evident
during the period of April
to about mid-June, when
there was literally no
activity in some of the
destinations.
“This was characterised
by empty hotels and
restaurants, deserted attractions, shut borders,
laid-off workers, grounded airlines and crippled
cruise lines. While we
saw some fluctuations in
the levels of visitors for
the remaining months of
2020, the influx of visitors has not reached levels
even closely comparable
to those being experienced prior to March
2020. In fact, some destinations remain closed to
visitors, with limited airlift primarily for repatriation of locals and cargo.”
The CTO said that with

government restrictions
both in the Caribbean
and globally reducing
and preventing travel
for large periods of time,
the Caribbean had a significant drop in arrivals in
2020, but outperformed
any other region in the

of 73.9 per cent decline
during the same period.”
The CTO noted that the
lower rate of decline in
the region can be attributed to a significant portion
of the Caribbean’s winter
season that saw average

down by 97.3 percent.
But tourists began visiting again in June as the
sector began to reopen.
Still, the fall-off in stayover arrivals continued
through to September –
when a gradual reversal
began – and continued

The CTO said visitor expenditure also significantly dropped in stayover
and cruise arrivals.
“The limited travel beyond the first two-and-ahalf months of the year
resulted in difficulties in

“A period of virtually no tourism began in midMarch – the second quarter was the worstperforming, with arrivals down by 97.3 percent.
But tourists began visiting again in June as
the sector began to reopen. Still, the fall-off
in stayover arrivals continued through to
September – when a gradual reversal began
– and continued right up to December.
world.
“Data received from
Caribbean
Tourism
Organization
(CTO)
member countries reveal
that tourist arrivals to the
region in 2020 fell to just
over 11 million, a decline
of 65.5 per cent when
compared to the record
32.0 million tourist visits
in 2019. Still, this was better than the world average

levels of tourist arrivals
when compared to 2019,
and the fact that the main
summer season in other
regions coincided with
the period when there was
normally very limited international travel.
“A period of virtually no
tourism began in midMarch – the second
quarter was the worstperforming, with arrivals

right up to December.
Destination
initiatives
such as the long-stay
work programmes, other
promotional activities and
efforts of regional organisations such as the CTO,
the Caribbean Hotel and
Tourism Association and
the Caribbean Public
Health Agency, contributed to the gradual rise in
arrivals.”

compiling visitor expenditure numbers in 2020.
However, based on information derived from
international
partners
such as the UNWTO,
and the limited reporting by Caribbean countries, we estimate that
across the region, visitor
expenditure declined by
60 to 80 per cent, in line
with the decline in stayover and cruise arrivals.

Preliminary data indicates
that the average length of
stay for 2020 remained at
roughly seven nights, the
same as in 2019.”
Looking ahead, they
CTO said the Caribbean’s
performance in 2021 will
depend largely on the
success of the authorities
in the marketplace, and
the region containing and
controlling the virus.
“Already,
there
are
some encouraging signs
like the vaccine rollout
taking place in North
America, Europe and
the Caribbean. However,
this must be tempered by
some other factors such
as lockdowns in our key
source markets - which
are expected to continue
into the second quarter
international travel
confidence not expected
to pick up until summer
2021, a steep fall in the
number of people planning to travel abroad, and
the possible requirement
by the authorities in our
key markets for their citizens to vaccinate before
travelling abroad.”
The Organisation said
their initial forecast is for
a 20 per cent rise in arrivals in 2021, with a similar
increase in visitor expenditure, when compared to
2020.
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Biden’s Putin ‘Killer’
Comment Signals End of
Trump Russia Love-in
MOSCOW (Reuters) –
Russia wants an apology
from the United States
after President Joe Biden
said he thought Vladimir
Putin was a killer and
may retaliate against
Washington unless it gets
one, a senior Russian lawmaker said on Thursday.
In an ABC News interview broadcast a day
earlier, Biden said “I do”
when asked if he believed
the Russian president was
a killer.
He also described Putin
as having no soul, and
promised he would pay a

price for alleged Russian
meddling in the 2020
U.S. presidential election,
something the Kremlin
denies.
In a highly unusual
move following Biden’s
interview, Russia on
Wednesday said it was
recalling its ambassador
to the United States for
urgent consultations over
the future of U.S.-Russia
ties.

Konstantin Kosachyov,
deputy chairman of parliament’s upper house,

said Biden’s comments
were
unacceptable,
would inevitably inflame already bad ties,
and ended any hope in
Moscow of a change of
U.S. policy under a new
U.S. administration.
He said Moscow’s recall
of its ambassador was the
only reasonable step to
take in the circumstances.
“I suspect it will not be
the last one if no explanation or apology follows from the American
side,” Kosachyov said in
a Facebook post.

Kremlin says Biden’s
Putin comment shows he
has no interest in mending ties
“This kind of assessment
is not allowed from the
mouth of a statesman of
such a rank. This kind
of statement is not acceptable under any circumstances,” he added,
calling it a watershed moment in U.S.-Russia ties.
The Kremlin has not yet
responded publicly to
Biden’s comments, but
is likely to do so later on
Thursday.

Artur Chilingarov, a proKremlin lawmaker in the
lower house of parliament, called for a “tough
reaction” from Moscow
in comments made to
Russia’s Ekho Moskvy
radio station.
Russia’s ties with the
West, already languishing at post-Cold War
lows since 2014, have
come under new pressure over Russia’s jailing
of Kremlin critic Alexei
Navalny whose freedom
the West has demanded.
Russia has dismissed
that as unacceptable

interference in its domestic affairs.
The United States has
said it is preparing new
sanctions against Russia
over an alleged hack
and the alleged election
meddling.
Biden told ABC “You’ll
see shortly” when asked
what
consequences
Russia would face for its
alleged behaviour.
Reporting
by
Tom
Balmforth and Anton
Kolodyazhnyy; editing
by Andrew Osbor
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New Castle man fined $14,000
for marijuana
By Monique Washington

A New Castle resident
was fined $14,000 by
Magistrate
Yasmine
Clarke on Tuesday for being in possession of over
one pound of Cannabis
that he admitted to growing himself.

withdrew the charge
of possession with intent to supply, upon
Jermel pleading guilty to
possession.

sum of money in his pants
pocket. Nisbett at the time
claimed it was $5000.
Upon continued search,
the officers found inside

my trees that I planted in
my backyard and I dry
them in my backyard on
the wire”.

“…that’s only two pounds of weed.
Give me a chance no man.”

Jermel Nisbett faced
Magistrate Clarke at
the Magistrate Court in
Charlestown and pleaded
guilty to possession of
Cannabis. He was represented by defence attorney Patrice Nisbett.

Jermel Nisbett’s charges
stemmed from December
2020, when a police
search team led by
Corporal Antonio Browne
executed a warrant on his
premises.

The Prosecution was led
by Megan Nisbett, who

Upon searching Nisbett’s
room, the officers found a

of a tool kit located on a
living room couch, three
transparent plastic bags
with what they suspected
to be marijuana. When
Nisbett was questioned,
he told the officers “…
that’s only two pounds of
weed. Give me a chance
no man. They came off

The officers continued
the search and discovered
a fourth plastic bag with
vegetable-type
matter,
also suspected to be cannabis. The police also removed from the premises
two scales and several
plastic bags with dollar
values written on them.

Nisbett was taken into
custody, where the money that was found was
counted. The amount was
$1555. The weight of the
cannabis was 1.3 pounds.

The defendant’s lawyer
pleaded for the court to
impose a non-custodial
sentence. Attorney Patrice
Nisbett noted that it was
his client’s first offence
and asked the Magistrate
to temper justice with
mercy. He said that his client admitted to everything
and did not try to hide the
truth. He reminded the
court of the Marijuana

Bill that was passed in the
Federal Parliament. He
also pointed out that it had
not become law has yet.
Magistrate Clarke told the
court that the maximum
penalty for such a charge
is $100,000 or three years
in prison.
“I must look at the seriousness of this offence.
He played the leading role
in this,” Clarke said.

She then fined Nisbett
$14,000 to be paid in
three months or face one
year in jail.
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From the Supervisor of
Elections.
Vol II Issue 14:
Political Party?

On multiple occasions,
I have been asked about
the procedure for registering a political party. The
Act which governs our
operations, the National
Assembly Election Act,
does not provide much
guidance. The Act makes
the assumption that the
parties already exist, and
the electoral office merely
has to prepare the electoral field in which they will
operate.

she wants.

The best answer I can give
is this: after an election
is called and candidates
are nominated, in his/her
own personal capacity,
the Secretary of the party
is required to submit a
listing of the candidates
who have agreed to contest the election together
as a party, duly signed by
all of them, and authored
by the secretary of the
party. If that party has
never contested an election before, then it is assigned the first available
one of the 16 symbols
listed in the regulations.
That’s how they become
a “party”.

The Jamaica legislation
defines a political party as
an association, organization, affiliation or group
of persons joined to form
a political organization
for the principal purposes
of¬ influencing public
opinion; endorsing one
or more of its members
as candidates and supporting their election; and
participating in the representation of the people
by contesting elections,
nominating or endorsing
its members as candidates
or carrying out other political activities on an
ongoing basis. That is a
good definition to keep in
mind.

Just as there is no registration of a political
party with the electoral
office, so there is no deregistration. Thus the 14
parties which have ever
contested an election in
St. Kitts -Nevis are still
on the books with their
assigned symbol; and the
symbol assigned to independent candidate(s) is
his/hers for as long as he/

Unlike us, several jurisdictions actually require
registration and regular
renewal of the registration of political parties.
Jamaica has the distinction of being the “gold”
standard for electoral matters for the Caribbean. As
part of that standard, they
actually define, register,
monitor and de-register
political parties.

The Party must present
two copies of its constitution which must state the
name and address of the
authorized representative
and the prescribed fee.
The application must indicate¬ the name of the
political party; the identifying symbol, slogan or
logo used or proposed to
be used, and the colour

used or proposed to be
used by the political party.
The Jamaica Electoral
Commission may deregister a political party if it
fails to¬ comply with any
provision or requirement
of this Act, file any information reasonably required by the Commission
to clarify or verify the
information
contained
in a statement or return
or any other information
filed by the political party,
fails to submit the annual
financial reports; or fails
to submit the financial
records to the auditor pursuant to directions from
the Commission. Where
the Commission discovers any fact, which had it
been known prior to the
issuance of the certificate
of registration, can withdraw the certification. A
party may also initiate its
own deregistration.
The Commission could
deregister the political party if that political
party has not nominated
a candidate for three consecutive elections since
the time of its first registration; or where the political party has made any
changes or alterations to
its identifying slogan, colour or name, otherwise
than in accordance with
their Act.

As
Supervisor
of
Elections, I must ensure
equal opportunity to all.
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SKN home matches
relocated for World Cup Qualifiers

national team
By Loshaun Dixon

The home games for St.
Kitts and Nevis’ National
football team for the
2022 FIFA World Cup
Qualifiers, set to take
place later this month,
will be played in the
Dominican Republic due
to the strict COVID-19
protocols in St. Kitts and
Nevis.
The first round of games
will begin during the
FIFA international break
from March 21 to 30. In
this window, St. Kitts and
Nevis will face off against
Puerto Rico on March
24, in the Dominican
Republic and on March
27 against the Bahamas,
in that country.
Several Concacaf members, namely Anguilla,
Antigua and Barbuda,

Barbados, Belize, BVI,
Cayman Islands, Cuba,
Canada,
Dominica,
Montserrat, Turks and
Caicos, St. Lucia and
Trinidad and Tobago
have had to relocate their
home matches to other
CONCACAF countries
with
accomodating
COVID-19 protocols.
General Secretary of the
SKNFA Stanley Jacobs
said due to COVID-19
restrictions, the home
matches in St. Kitts and
Nevis had to be moved to
the Dominican Republic,
as that country has
more relaxed COVID
measures.
“This decision was made
by St. Kitts and Nevis
Football Association to
ensure that the senior
men’s team has the best
possible opportunity to

win these two games; taking into consideration everything that is going on,
not just the COVID-19
restrictions, but also having our best players available,” Jacobs said.
He noted that there will
be sufficient testing of
the players and technical
team that will be travelling to these matches.
“It has been a long planning process, taking into
consideration the strict
COVID-19 protocols of
FIFA’s return to football...
to ensure that there is continuous testing from the
points of departure from
the home country.”

“At the SKNFA we are
in the process of putting
together our COVID-19
risk assessment and also
our COVID-19 risk mitigation strategy and this is
the strategy that the national team will employ
as it competes in these
very important matches.”

Ordell Flemming

Tahir Hanley

Ezrick Nichols

The Officials and Staff
are:

Raheem Hanley
Gerard Williams
Theo Wharton

Asst.
Isaac

Coach:

George

Raheem Somersall
The 23-man squad for St.
Kitts and Nevis has been
released. The players are:

Yohannes Mitchum

GK Coach:
Benthin

Gerhard

Romaine Sawyers

Trainer: Kenneth Douglas

Harrison Panayiotou

Physio: Alister James

Tishan Hanley

Kitmen: Leroy Sweeney
& Roger Hendricks

Jelani Archibald
Zaykeese Smith
Clifford Samuel
Omari Sterlin James
Lois Maynard

Doctor: Carlton Williams
Vinceroy Nelson

Andre Burley
Jacobs said testing will be
required before and after
games, and before returning home to St. Kitts and
Nevis.

Head Coach: Leonard
Neiva

Manager: Jamir Claxton
Kimaree Rogers

Raheem Francis

HOD: Don Grant
Rowan Liburd

Denis Fleming
Keithroy Freeman
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Nevis Launches
Health, Fitness
Video to Lure
Tourists
The Nevis Tourism
Authority (NTA) is focused on expanding its
visitor base of health and
fitness travelers with the
launch of a new promotional video that highlights Nevis’ wellness
destination experiences.

we also have a host of
talented wellness consultants — massage therapists, yoga instructors,
fitness gurus and nutrition
experts, who offer personalized programs and
curated experiences for
guests.”

The video is now available on the NTA’s website
www.nevisisland.com as
well as their social media channels. The video
invites visitors to come,
explore and enjoy a relaxing getaway and connect
with the soul and spirit of
this special island.

The video, which is just
over a minute long, invites travelers to Just Be
in Nevis, and showcases
a number of activities
for health-conscious vacationers. Breathe while
enjoying beach yoga,
Release the tensions and
toxins during that body
massage and other spa
treatments, Transform as
you practice your meditation rituals and Embrace
those outdoor pursuits,
against the backdrops of
breathtaking scenery and
panoramic views.

The new #JustBeNevis
video will serve as a vehicle to showcase the
distinctive aspects of the
destination and target the
growing health and wellness visitor segment. “As
more and more travelers
embrace healthy lifestyles
and practices, Nevis affords visitors an ideal opportunity to escape from
the stresses of everyday
life and relax and rejuvenate in a lush, natural
environment.

This video helps us to
position Nevis as the
preferred wellness destination for guests seeking
vacation experiences that
focus on their wellbeing,” said Nevis Tourism
Authority CEO Jadine
Yarde. “In addition to our
exceptional resort spas,

Several Nevisian wellness practitioners and
locations are featured in
the video, including the
Nevis Hot Springs, where
visitors can enjoy the
therapeutic benefits of the
thermal waters; the Bac
2 My Roots Spatique, an
eco-friendly Wholistic
Spa and Juice bar offering a range of traditional
healing techniques drawn
from Africa and India;
and signature massage
treatments at the Myra
Jones-Edith Kirby Jones
Wellness Center.

To complement the
#JustBeNevis
wellness video, and generate a larger conversation
around wellness and wellbeing, the NTA is inviting
guests to share videos of
their own best self-care
practices, or how they
incorporate wellness into
their daily routines, on
the NTA’s Instagram and
Facebook platforms using
the hashtag #JustBeNevis.

The most popular videos
will receive a gift from
Nevis, in appreciation for
their support. A comprehensive “Wellness” brochure, with information
on both traditional and
non-traditional wellness
and self-care experiences
has been produced, designed to provide visitors with everything they
need to know to create
their perfect vacation in
Nevis. The brochure will
be available on the NTA
website.

The NTA is also launching a monthly “Escape
to Nevis” series this
month, which will air
on their YouTube channel, and feature conversations with a variety of
interesting and innovative Nevisian personalities speaking to different
aspects of the destination. The first episode is
focused on wellness,
and will star Edith Irby,
owner of the Edith Irby
Jones Wellness Center,
and herbal specialist Sevil

Hanley, a leading authority on the healing properties of locally grown roots
and herbs.

Wellness tourism is a
multi-billion-dollar industry and according
to the Global Wellness
Institute
(GWI),
a

non-profit global research
firm focused on the
global wellness industry,
the projected market size
of the global health and
wellness market in 2020
was $4.94 trillion and
could reach $5.54 trillion
in 2022.

For more information
on Nevis wellness experiences visit the Nevis
Tourism Authority website at https://nevisisland.
com/wellness. Feel free
to follow us on Instagram
(@nevisnaturally),
Facebook (@nevisnaturally), YouTube (nevisnaturally) and Twitter (@
Nevisnaturally).
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Digital EC Dollar set for March 31

Timothy Antoine
By Loshaun Dixon

The Digital EC Dollar
dubbed ‘DCash’ will
go live on March 31,
Governor of the Eastern
Caribbean
Central
Bank (ECCB) Timothy
Antoine has confirmed,
noting the efficiency of
the new service.

The ECCB launched
a historic EC Digital
Currency (DXCD) pilot,
on 12 March 2019. The
pilot involved a securely
minted and issued digital
version of the EC dollar
– DCash. The objective
of the pilot was to assess
the potential efficiency
and welfare gains that
could be achieved, and
the deeper financial inclusion, economic growth,
resilience and competitiveness in the ECCU
- from the introduction
of a digital sovereign
currency.

DCash will be issued by
the ECCB and distributed by a licensed bank
and non-bank financial
institutions in the Eastern

Caribbean
Currency
Union (ECCU). It will be
used for financial transactions between consumers
and merchants, peopleto-people (P2P) transactions, all using smart
devices.

Antoine in the announcement video encourages
all in the OECS to get
on board with the new
currency.

“The moment we’ve been
anticipating will soon be
here. I speak of the public
rollout of ECCB’s digital
currency DCash. Today,
I am very pleased to announce that DCash will
go live on March 31,
2021… DCash is safer, it
is faster and cheaper. Get
on board. Get ready, now.
And never forget that the
future of the EC dollar is
digital. So let’s make history together.”

The digital wallet can
be downloaded from the
Google App Store on any
smart device, and can be

used to scan and pay for
goods and services. It will
allow for payments to be
deducted from your wallet balance and credited
to the merchant’s wallet
balance.
The first-ever DCash
transaction was completed in February at Geo
F. Huggins’ Foodland in
Grenada.
Commenting on the moment, Antoine said the
transaction was a major
milestone in their mission to place DCash in
the hands of the people
of the Eastern Caribbean
Currency Union.
“I congratulate Geo F. for
making history. We are
now on the cusp of the
public launch of DCash.
Get ready.”
Currently, 80-90 per cent
of all transactions in the
region are paper-based,
using cash or cheque.
Antoine previously said it
meant the region was lagging behind the rest of the
world, and that payments
are too expensive in this
region.
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Renal Society urges for kidney
health to be taken seriously
By Monique Washington

The Nevis Renal Society
(NRS) will be bringing
down the curtains to their
week of activities with a
tea party today (Friday,
March 19), and continues
to urge people to take their
kidney health seriously.

The NRS’s week of activities was held from
March 11-19, in observance of World Kidney
Day (March 11) under the
theme: “Kidney health for
everyone, everywhere:
Living Well with Kidney
Disease”.
The activities included

an address by Hon.
Hazel Brandy-Williams,
Junior Minister of Health
in the Nevis Island
Administration, a panel
discussion and church
service.
Speaking with The
Observer,
Florence
Williams,
Public
Relations Officer for the
NRS, said that this year,
many of the annual events
had to be cancelled due to
COVID-19, but the society was still able to assist
those who travel to St.
Kitts for dialysis.
“Because
we decide
annual
Hopefully,

of COVID,
to cancel the
walk-a-thon.
we will be

able to host the fundraising Gala dinner later in
the year once things begin
to return to normal. Even
though last year we were

treatment,” she said.
The Society assists persons in Nevis who have to
travel over to St. Kitts for

The Society assists
persons in Nevis
who have to travel
over to St. Kitts for
dialysis.
not able to host our fundraisers, we were able to
assist persons with their

dialysis. Williams noted
that one treatment alone is
over EC$1000, and some

persons go once per week
while others go up to three
times per week. The minimum cost per treatment
is $1,500. As such, with
three treatments a week
it results in $4,500 per
week, which translates
into $18,000 per month
and $216,000 per year for
one person.
Williams said that it is
the society’s hope that
one day, dialysis patients
in Nevis will be able to
access treatment here on
the island without having
to travel to St. Kitts or
neighbouring islands

“We are hopeful that we

will get a dialysis unit in
Nevis sometime in the
near future. We cannot do
it on our own, we need the
help of the government,”
she said.

Williams pointed out
the importance of good
kidney health, eating and
exercising.
“Go to the doctors to do
regular check-ups. Don’t
wait until something
happens, visit the doctor
on regular basis. So if
anything is wrong, they
will be able to detect it.
Kidney disease can be
reversed; kidney failure
cannot,” she said.
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